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Summary
BranchSampler is a system for computer-assisted manual
stereology written for handheld devices running Windows
CE. The system has been designed specifically to streamline
data collection and optimize sampling of tree-like branching
structures, with particular aims of reducing user errors,
saving time, and saving data in formats suited for further
analysis in other software, for example, a spreadsheet. The
system can be applied in a wide range of applications, from
biomedical science to agriculture and horticulture. It can be
applied for sampling nested generations of lung bronchioles
and renal arterioles or for collection and optimizing sampling
of crops for precision agriculture. Although the system has
been designed specifically for sampling branching structures,
it is sufficiently flexible to be used for other applications
involving nested stereological designs. We describe the
system specifications, software and Graphical User Interface
development, functionality and application of the handheld
system using four examples: (a) sampling monkey lung
bronchioles for estimation of diameter and wall thickness
(b) sampling rat kidney for estimating number of arteries and
arterioles in a specific generation (c) mapping fruit (apple) tree
yield in an orchard and (d) estimating the total leaf surface
area of chrysanthemum plants in a greenhouse.
Introduction
Sampling on tree-like, nested branching structures is a task
encompassing research in medical biology to botany and
precision agriculture. Whether one is sectioning a whole
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human lung to observe a portion of it under the microscope
or measuring parts of a tree to estimate the yield or leaf
area, nested systematic uniform random sampling can be very
efficient.
In biomedical research, tissue samples are typically observed
through the microscope lens. The initial preparation steps
may involve sectioning and sampling of big chunks of tissue
(e.g. of lungs) before detailed observation using a microscope,
often with the assistance of an interactive stereology software
interfaced with precise microscope stage controllers.
A major thrust in agricultural research over the last two
decades has been towards the development of ‘precision
farming’ strategies to manage spatial and temporal variability
in bioproduction systems. Whether the objective is to optimize
for sustainability, to reduce environmental impact and/or to
maximize quality or yield, variability must be measured and
understood before management becomes practical. There are
two general approaches to the development of technologies
for precision agriculture. One is to explore new technologies
that will allow on-the-go sensing, decision-making and
adjustment for each plant or group of plants (e.g. Tang
et al., 2001; Ehsani et al., 2004). An alternative approach
is to map the field, greenhouse or orchard via visual
inspection, quantitative monitoring and sampling, or remote
sensing for purposes of decision support and modelling (e.g.
Stafford et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1999). With either
approach, one must design systems that meet requirements
for unbiased sampling to minimize biases and to control
variances.
In both the biomedical and the agricultural contexts, the
contribution of sampling error variance to the total observed
variance should be small compared to the biological variance.
The biological variance is the only meaningful variance for
management purposes, and it cannot be directly observed
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from the data (Mandel, 1964; Gundersen & Østerby, 1981).
Principles of sampling apply equally whether measurements
are carried out manually or are fully automated (Cruz-Orive,
1997; Wulfsohn et al., 2004).
Stereology
Stereology can be considered a stochastic approach to
measurement (Baddeley & Jensen, 2005). The material or
object is regarded as the population of interest, and a section
or projection of (a part of) the object is a sample from which
statistical inferences can be made about the object, that is,
estimates of structural quantities such as volumes, surface
areas, lengths, numbers and connectivity, and their variability.
Suppose we have some n-dimensional (n = 1, 2, 3) object Y
contained in a bounded object, the d-dimensional ‘containing
space’ X (n ≤ d). The target quantity β(Y) is a total measure
of a well-defined geometric subset of Y, such as volume,
surface area, and curve length or particle number. To give two
examples that will be returned to in this paper: our containing
space may be an orchard, and the target parameter the number
of fruits in the field and their size distribution (the yield). The
containing space may be a single lung or a group of lungs, and
the target parameter the mean volume of a Clara cell.
Stereological estimators are stochastic versions of exact
geometric identities of the form

β(Y) = α (Y ∩ T )d T
(1)
where T is a uniform random (UR) ‘probe’ intersecting
the population X (Fig. 1), α(Y ∩ T) is a geometric quantity
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associated with the sample (the intersection) Y ∩ T, and the
integration ranges over all possible positions of the probe T
(Baddeley & Jensen, 2005). The probe T could be a randomly
positioned stack of parallel 2D section planes, a 2D projection
of fixed size (e.g. an image), a 1D line probe (e.g. laser beam
or metal rods), a 0D point, etc. The quantity α(Y ∩ T) is said
to be an unbiased estimator of β(Y) under a specific sampling
design. Examples of α(Y ∩ T) are the number of intersections
between a test line and a surface (I in Fig. 1, lower left panel),
the number of intersections between a test surface and a tubule
(Q in Fig. 1, upper right panel) and the number of points of a UR
positioned regular point grid intersecting the feature of interest
(‘point counting’, P in Fig. 1, middle lower panel). There are
some common features of a stereological estimator in practice,
irrespective of the target quantity: (a) a well-defined sampling
procedure, (b) the number of intersections (counts) between a
probe (periodic ‘test system’) and the object and (c) a scaling
factor (‘grid constant’) associated with the geometry of the
specific probe and the magnification of observation.
There are many kinds of UR sampling, including simple
random sampling and various forms of systematic sampling.
Systematic uniform random (SUR) sampling is commonly used
in stereology because it is easy to implement and is often more
efficient then simple random sampling. For estimates involving
surface area and curve length, random orientation in space
(isotropy) is also required.
Obtaining accurate, non-destructive quantitative estimates
of the morphology for a whole branching structure like
blood vessel networks or plant canopies is complicated by the
complexity of 3D architectures and by the opacity of the tissue

Fig. 1. Notation for observations of probe-object intersections. T = UR probe; X = d-dimensional containing space; Y = n-dimensional object (n ≤ d); a =
area of sampling window; h = height of sampling volume; Q− = number of counted elements inside the sampling window using the counting frame
and disector principles (Gundersen, 1986), Q = number of planar transects with curve or tubule; A = area of planar profile; B = length of planar curve;
L = length of intersections between isotropic test lines and profile; I = number of intersections produced by a test line with a surface; P = number of test
points hitting the feature.
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at the macro-scale of measurement. Often requirements for
unbiased sampling simply cannot be met using current sensor
technologies. For some applications, obtaining measurements
manually can be very efficient in terms of time and accuracy,
and especially so if unbiased designs can be optimized and data
collection supported using computer technology.

Objectives
Our objective is to develop a software for computer-assisted
manual stereology using portable, handheld devices. The
goal is to streamline data collection, implementation of
multiple nested sampling steps, and optimization of sampling
with respect to variance components, as well as to reduce
experimenter biases (e.g. during sample preparation). A
portable system is especially valuable in situations where
a stationary computer-aided stereology system is either not
available or is not suitable (e.g. at macroscopic scales).
Specific requirements for the software include
(i) Runs on a small handheld device.
(ii) Implements multi-stage (systematic) uniform random
sampling for estimation as well as standard variance
prediction equations. Features include data-logging
capabilities, a random number generator and summary
statistics such as computation of sample sizes, estimates
and variances. Different stereological estimators,
estimator-specific parameters and variance prediction
equations can be selected.
(iii) Consistent user interaction and record keeping. Easy
data entry, view and change. Time stamp automatically
attached to data.
(iv) All data and settings are collected on the handheld device
and automatically saved to one output file. Output and
log files can be easily ported to a desktop computer for
further analysis in, for example, a spreadsheet program.
(v) A sampling session can be easily stopped in mid-session
or continued from where left off by opening the session
output file.
(vi) Easy positioning information indicating next element of
population to sample by providing absolute (within the
sampling object/space) and relative (to previous location)
positioning information.
(vii) Ability to run multiple sets in parallel on any
sampling stage, which is equivalent to running multiple
independent runs on the same field in one task, while
always stepping forward in the sampling space. Software
must keep track of all the independent runs in parallel,
and give the user the next correct position within all
the possible runs. Information collected within a run
(e.g. number of sampled segments on a certain vessel)
is applied to parallel runs if applicable.
(viii) Non-relevant user interface options are disabled to
prevent user errors. Some machine preferences (e.g.

user interface colors, advanced options) are kept on the
machine.
Examples of application
The functionality, user interface and output will be illustrated
using four examples of sampling designs, two in biomedical
research and two in a precision horticulture context:
(a) sampling monkey lung bronchioles for estimation of
diameter and wall thickness, (b) sampling rat kidneys for
estimating numbers and sizes of arterioles in a specific
generation, (c) yield (fruit number and diameter) versus height
above ground of apples in an orchard and (d) total leaf
surface area of chrysanthemum plants in a greenhouse. All the
examples are based on the fractionator principle (Gundersen,
1986). This principle is that if a known fraction of a population
is randomly sampled, then the unbiased estimate for the
entire population is the value from the sample divided by the
fraction – the Horvitz–Thompson formula that requires known
probability and an unbiased count (Horvitz & Thompson,
1952).
Example (1) – lung bronchioles diameter, wall thickness,
cell number and cell volume
The two branches of the trachea, called bronchi, subdivide
within the lobes of the mammalian lung into smaller and
smaller airways known as bronchioles. Bronchioles terminate
in alveoli, tiny air sacs surrounded by capillaries. The
bronchioles are interesting from a disease point of view. For
example, in asthma, the bronchiole walls thicken and the
diameter of the bronchioles gets smaller, making it harder to
inhale and exhale (Woodruff & Fahy, 2002; Woodruff et al.,
2004). One can regard the entire bronchioli structure as a
tree-like branching structure and define different generations
of bronchioles. Starting with the main bronchi, which divide
into bronchioles, one can say this is the first generation of
bronchioles. The second division is the second generation; the
third division is the third generation and so forth. During
tissue processing, the bronchioles are separated from the
parenchyma by dipping the lung into acid. The acid dissolves
the alveoli and leaves the bronchioles undamaged (Phalen
& Oldham, 1983). When looking at a whole left or right
lung of human or animal, one can sample the exact same
generation of bronchioles for estimating diameter and wall
thickness, as well as different cell types, number and volume
of, for example, Clara cells. BranchSampler can be used
to help sectioning the lung bronchioles following a nested
systematic uniform random design, so the same generation
of bronchioles is sampled, the estimate is unbiased and the
coefficient of variance of the estimates is controlled. Instead
of chemical fixation by instillation or perfusion of the whole
lung (Ochs, 2006), small lung pieces, sampled correctly, could
be selected. The lung has uneven regional distribution of
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Fig. 2. Monkey lung cast, ventral view. At this scale, sampling is done on up
to the third branching level. The first and second generation are bronchus
and the third is bronchioles, and they are marked A, B and C, respectively.
Within a generation, units are labelled and ordered counterclockwise.
Assume that the sampling period on generation A is 1 (i.e. everything is
selected), on B is 2 and on C is 4, and that the random starts are 1, 1, 2.
The final sample consists of the C-generation bronchioles marked with a
circle. These will be carefully cut out and placed under the microscope for
further sub-sampling. Since the image is unfortunately a planar projection,
a little effort should be made to see that the Cs are followed down counterclockwise. Image courtesy of Charlie Plopper, University of California,
Davis.

structures. BranchSampler may be helpful for random and
uniform selection of regions, followed by the application of
further sampling techniques and probes on the sampled
regions instead of the entire lung (examples of probes are
given in Ochs et al., 2004; Weibel et al., 2006). Figure 2
shows a ventral view of a monkey lung cast and the sampling
procedure. Figure 3 shows a human lung being sampled
and sectioned with the assistance of BranchSampler, prior to
microscopy.

Example (2) – kidney arterioles: number, length and diameter
The nephron is the basic structural and functional unit of
the kidney. There are approximately one million nephrons
in a normal adult human kidney (Nyengaard & Bendtsen,
1992) and each consists of a glomerulus, afferent and efferent
blood vessels, collecting ducts and more. The renal artery
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Fig. 3. Sampling prior to microscopy. Human lung is obtained after
autopsy and prepared for acid treatment. The trachea and the main
airways only are visible at this stage and can be selected with the help
of BranchSampler. A handheld can be used in locations where desktop or
laptop computers are not comfortable to use.

divides into levels of smaller and smaller arteries—it divides
into arcuate arteries, which divide into cortical radial arteries
that, in turn, divide into afferent arterioles that supply blood
to the glomerular capillaries. The kidney is very important in
blood pressure regulation by means of the rennin–angiotensin
system. The renin produced in juxtaglomerular apparatus
in the kidney has a significant systemic effect, whereas the
renin-angiotensin system plays a very important regulatory
role on the kidney microcirculation (Arendshorst et al.,
1999). Angiotensin II increases blood pressure by causing
the muscular walls (the smooth muscle) all over the body to
constrict (Allen et al., 1999). The cyclooxygenase enzyme-2
(COX-2) blocker is an anti-inflammatory and pain killer drug
and it inhibits the renal tubuloglomerular feedback (Castrop
et al., 2001, 2003). It is possible that treatment with COX2 influences the number and size of arterioles in the kidney,
thereby influencing the rennin–angiotensin system and the
body’s blood pressure. It is therefore of interest to estimate the
number of arterioles in the kidney before and after treatment
with various drugs.
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Fig. 4. Sections from the kidney of a 14-day-old rat. Results of sampling steps prior to microscopy. Sections are sampled during preparation and placed
under the microscope. A and B are kidney sections from control rats, C and D are sections from rats treated with COX-2 blocker. Images courtesy of Boye
L. Jensen, University of Southern Denmark.

During tissue preparation, the whole kidney is submerged
into a bath of acid, after which only the vessel system remains
intact (Casellas, 1993). This vessel system can be looked at as
a tree (Fig. 4). The arteries branch from the major vessel (the
renal artery) and are the first generation. These divide into
second-generation arteries, arterioles and so forth. It is possible
to measure diameter, length as well as number of arterioles,
all quantities of interest from a biological perspective. The task
of sectioning the kidney can be split into two phases: sampling
steps prior to microscopy (Fig. 4) and subsequent sampling
under the microscope lens (Fig. 5), because of the small size
of the rat kidney. Similar to the previous example, a certain
generation level is selected before the use of microscopy. The
resulting generations are viewed under the microscope lens
and can be further sub-sampled, if needed. Figures 4 and 5
show examples of sections of control and COX-2-treated rat
kidneys.

Example (3) – yield estimation
In the third example, the distribution of total yield in a
small apple orchard is to be estimated using a three-stage
systematic uniform random (SUR) nested sampling procedure
– a ‘fractionator’ design (Gundersen, 1986; Wulfsohn et al.,
2006) – to select a sample of fruit for measurement of number,
size and height above ground, and by using two levels of

Fig. 5. Sub-sampling the kidney sample under the microscope. Arterial
generations are defined on the basis of a rough classification of the
diameter. In this example, the labelling is done clockwise. Assume that B is
the final sampling generation. Performing SURS on the B level will select
some arteries. The sum number of next-generation arteries branching
from the sampled B levels is the count. The next-generation arteries
under B4 are marked with ∗ . Thus, if B4 is sampled, it will contribute a
count of seven next-generation arteries. Image courtesy of Boye L. Jensen,
University of Southern Denmark.
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replication at the tree level to estimate the variance of the
estimator:
(1) Assign a unique label to each tree (the primary units,
PU) in the orchard and then conceptually divide the
population of trees containing fruit into two independent
sets, by randomly assigning each tree to a group. 1
Steps 2–5 are then carried out independently (i.e. with
new random starts at each stage) for each group.
(2) Take an SUR sample of trees with probability 1/m 1 = 1/7,
where m 1 is the period. This is carried out by selecting a
random number between 1 and 7 to obtain a random start
r 1 , and then selecting trees with indices r 1 , r 1 + 7, r 1 +
14, . . .
(3) The trees in the sample are now treated as a sub-population
of branches from which a 1/4 SUR sample is taken by
selecting a random starting branch between 1 and 4,
and then stepping systematically every fourth branch
thereafter, for example, beginning from the bottom of the
stem and stepping upwards, and then over to the next tree
in the sample when fewer than four branches remain on
the present tree. Stem internodes containing apples are
defined as branch segments in the sampling scheme.
(4) Similarly, within the selected branches from step 3, a
1/12 SUR sample of branch segments is taken with
random start. In practice, steps 2–4 are carried out in
one pass, selecting apples for measurement as one steps
systematically through the trees, and ignoring any tree
structures that do not contain the population of interest
(apples).
(5) The final sample is the union of all apples contained in the
sample of branch segments (the final stage sampling units).
Every apple in the final sample has been selected with the
same, known probability, the so-called sampling fraction,
f = 1/(7·4·12) = 1/336. The following measurements
are recorded for each sampled branch segment: (a) the
number of apples; (b) the diameter of, for example, one
fruit on the segment (say, always the most distal unit)
and (c) an unbiased estimate of the height above ground
of the segment in, say 75-cm ranges, by recording the
zone within which the base of the branch segment falls
as measured using a graduated pole with 75-cm-wide
divisions positioned alongside the tree. Height zone is
1

recorded as a category (0 ≤ 0.75 m, 1 = 0.75–1.5 m,
etc.).
An unbiased estimate of the total number of fruits in the
orchard is given by the average of the two independent
estimates:
N̂ =

Alternatively, simple random sampling with replacement (srs wr) can be used, in
which case a tree may appear more than once in either group. This procedure is used
by the Direct CE procedure, and k = 2 as well, since there are two replicates. The
advantage of using srs wr, is that the requirement for independent replicates (which
is the basis for repeated sampling procedures for estimating variance, including RG
and Direct CE) will be better met. The advantage of splitting the population wor is
that it is less time consuming and possibly less expensive, because the overall total
sample size will be similar to that of the original unreplicated sampling design.

(2)

The average of the sampled fruit diameters provides an
unbiased estimate of the true mean fruit diameter. Similarly, a
histogram of the diameter measurements will be representative
of the diameter distribution of fruit in the orchard. To estimate
the yield (number and diameter) as a function of height above
ground, the above relations are applied to data within each
height zone class.
Example (4) – canopy surface-area estimation
In our final example, the leaf area index of a canopy made up
of 30 ‘Coral charm’ chrysanthemum plants is to be estimated
using a systematic sample of 1 in 10 plants, followed by a
systematic sample of 1 in 9 leaves on the sample of plants, and
finally point counting using a point counting grid with grid
constant 4.2 cm2 /point to estimate the total area of sampled
leaves. The estimated total area (in cm2 ) is given by


Aˆ = (10)(9)(4.2)
P = 378
P
(4)
where P is the total number of points counted on the final
sample of leaves. The variance of the estimate of total area can
be written as the sum of three terms: (a) the variance due to
taking a sample of plants; (b) the within-plant variance due to
taking a sub-sample of leaves and (c) the mean within-plant
variance due to point counting (Sciortino, 2005):
2

2

ˆ = CE2f p + CE f l + CE pc
CE2 ( A)

i.e. (systematic, or simple) random sampling of trees without replacement (wor)
correct overall estimate. This procedure is used by the Random Groups (RG) method.

n1 + n2
N̂1 + N̂2
= 336
2
2

where n i = total number of fruits counted in sample i (i = 1, 2).
The coefficient of error of the estimate (2) is estimated ‘directly’
√
by the SEM/mean where SEM = SD/ k is the standard error
of the mean and SD is the standard deviation of the two
independent estimates. For k = 2 replicates, this is given by
 


 N̂1 − N̂2   n 1 − n 2 
=

(3)
CE( N̂) ≈ 
N̂1 + N̂2   n 1 + n 2 

This can be done in two ways. One is to assign each tree to one of the two groups,

and multiply Eq. (2) by k = 2 (k is the number of independent sets) to obtain the
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(5)

If there is visible heterogeneity between the plants, they can
be first arranged in a unimodal symmetric arrangement
according to increasing and then decreasing height in an
application of the ‘smooth fractionator’ (Gundersen, 2002)
to reduce the error component due to taking a systematic
sample of plants, CE fp . If smoothing is implemented with
chrysanthemum plants, the first component will be small
(CE fp < 0.02) and can be neglected (Sciortino, 2005). The
sampling procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Estimating canopy leaf area. (A) Selecting a SUR sample of one in three plants with random start two (from left) from ten plants ordered in a smooth
arrangement. (B) A ruler-type fractionator used to sample leaves. Leaves are sampled if their insertion point on the stem lies between the prongs (which
delineate sampling windows of length u). The sampling windows are positioned systematically with period U = m·u and random start r. The sampling
fraction is f = u/U = 1/m.

Software description
The BranchSampler software was built using C++ /MFC and
Microsoft eMbedded. The resulting software package consists
of one small robust executable that is easy to install and
uninstall and that produces one interchangeable output file
for each sampling session. The output file is easily transferable
between devices and operating systems. Memory consumption
of the executable and the output file is minimal. The version
described in this paper was written for devices running
Windows CE. The software itself can be readily ported to
different handheld models and to smartphones. Transfer
to other operating systems (e.g. PalmOS4 or Symbian6.1)
requires only that the user interface (i.e. MFC in win CE) be
changed. More details of the specifications are given in the
Appendix.
The user interaction consists of two main parts (Fig. 7).
The first part is setting up the session sampling scheme,
parameters, and estimators. As part of the set-up stage the
user provides the output file name. Data values cannot be

entered before the settings are saved. Output files can also
be used as templates. Opening an existing file as a template
will use the sampling and estimator settings and generate
new random numbers, but discard the data. Several classes of
target parameters can be defined (Table 1). Variance prediction
models can also be set up, to provide on-the-go estimates of the
sampling error variance (CE2 ) and help in designing efficient
sampling schemes from a pilot study. The variance models
implemented in BranchSampler are summarized in Table 2.
Two of the procedures (Direct CE and Random Groups) require
repeated sampling from the parent population. The remaining
models use the sampled data to predict components of the error
variance (e.g. due to taking a systematic sample of elements,
due to point counting for area or volume estimation), and can
be selected (or changed) and viewed at any time during the
sampling (values are continuously updated as new data are
entered) or when the session is complete.
The second part is the actual sampling and data collection,
which consists of entering count values and indicating
unavailable positions (the ‘remainders’ as described below
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Fig. 7. Functionality flowchart. Circled numbers refer to screenshots shown in Fig. 8.

for example (3)). Both session settings and collected data are
accumulated and logged to the output file.
The output file can be loaded anytime if, say, the sampling
session was interrupted and closed. It is in Comma Separated
Value (csv) format, and can be opened directly using Microsoft
Excel or other software that reads this format. A help file
is available as an html document that can be opened from
within the application. The approach, similar to this paper,
is to describe the set up and use of the various features,
through a number of examples, ranging from simple to more
sophisticated applications. In addition, the help file includes a
description of all user interface components.

Setting up sampling scheme and estimator
The first step is to set up the sampling design and estimator
types. The Period tab is used to set up the stages and

corresponding sampling periods for multi-stage systematic
sampling designs and to specify repeated sampling level(s). Up
to four nested sampling stages can be specified and unused
sampling stages disabled to simplify the user interface (unused
columns will appear faded on the screen). This is illustrated
for example (3) in Fig. 8.1. The first column has been disabled,
and the three sampling stages, in sequential order from left to
right, have been defined in columns 234. Descriptions of the
stage (i.e. Tree, Branch, Segment) are entered into the top row
of cells, and the corresponding sampling periods (i.e. 7, 4, 12)
selected from the drop-down lists in the Period row. Selecting
a period automatically generates a random start value for the
corresponding stage (which does not appear in this view, but
on the Position tab). The RND buttons can be used to generate
new random starting points before the sampling proceeds,
but become inactive once sampling begins (but see advanced
options). Numbers of iterations (Tot.Itr.) for repeated sampling,
if applicable, are also selected for each stage in this view. Two
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Table 1. Classes of data and estimators
Real
number

Integer
(default)

Grid constant
(default = 1)

Type

Description

Examples

Symbol

Category

Category value stored.

•

Value

Numerical value stored.
Does not add to
estimated total.
Value adds to estimator
total.
Up to four nested SUR
stages. Product adds to
total.

Color, size class, cell type,
infestation level
Fruit diameter, leaf
angle, weed density

•

X

X

X

Total branch length
under projection
Total number of growth
units on a
tree-structured plant

+

X

X

X

1
12
123
1234

X

X

X

Sum
Fractionator

X

Note: A symbol of 123, for example, indicates division by the fraction that is the result of the first three sampling periods.

iterations at the tree level have been specified, as shown in the
figure.
Details of the estimator types, data value types, stereological
grid constants and variance prediction parameters are
specified in the Estimator view. The set up for example (3) is
shown in Fig. 8.2. The three measurements are described in the
top row of cells (height, fruit diameter, number of fruits) with
corresponding types (cf. Table 1) and grid constants (and/or
scale factors) using the next three rows of cells. In the example
shown, for illustrative purposes a constant of 0.75 has been
input for the scale of the height class rule, but in practice the
user may choose to leave the default of 1 and process height
class data from the output file, for example, to specify heights
as the mid-point values of the ruler.
CE Type can be selected from a drop-down list at set-up or
at any time during the session. There are a few restrictions.
Random Group and Direct CE estimators only become available
if more than 1 iteration (Tot.Itr.) has been specified. The point
counting estimator (PntCnt) is only available in columns 123.
PntCnt is not available under column 4 because the model
requires the total number of final sampling units on which
point counting was carried out, n e , as well as the total count,
P (Table 2). The count of final sampling units must always be
specified in the column to the immediate right of the column
used for point count data. This is illustrated for example (4) in
Fig. 9. The two sampling stages, ‘Plant’ and ‘LeafNode’, with
respective periods of 10 and 9 have been specified in the Period
tab. Two estimated parameters are specified in the Estimator
view (Fig. 9.2): ‘Area cm2’ and number of leaves ‘#Leaves’.
Area is estimated by point counting on leaves, and it is the
number of leaves in the sample that is used as the number of
sampling units for area estimation, n e , in the model for point
counting. Thus, for the PntCnt model for area (selected under
Type in the ‘Area’ column), the ‘#Leaves’ data must be defined
in the column immediately to the right of ‘Area’, as shown.

Although the parameter of interest is the total leaf area, as
soon as the CE is assessed using the PntCnt model, the total
number of leaves is also required. In all other models except
PntCnt, there is no meaning to the ordering of the estimator
view columns. Two components of variance (cf. Eq. 4) are
being computed for this example. The contribution due to point
counting using the PntCnt model, and the contribution due to
taking a sample of leaves using the Poisson model, which will
use the total count (‘Sum’ on the Data tab) under ‘#Leaves’
as number of counts n (Table 2), because this CE model has
been selected beneath the ‘#Leaves’ column. The CE values
shown in Fig. 9.2 (shaded cells), are the estimated CE2 terms
(Show CE2 has been selected for both quantities) at the end
of the sampling session (six data records). Notice that the
total CE(A)2 of the area estimate due to these two sampling
stages (the final two terms in Eq. 4), 0.006 + 0.033 = 0.039
(CE = 0.197), is almost entirely due to sampling leaves (the
second term). Point counting is recognized for its remarkable
efficiency (Cruz-Orive, 1997) and for this application compares
very favorably with much more sophisticated and expensive
techniques, such as the use of image analysis and commercial
area meters (Sciortino, 2005).
Sampling
The Position and Data records are used to assist in sample
collection, data input and optimization of the sampling
strategy. The initial random starting points generated by the
random number generator at set-up appear in the Position tab
under the corresponding stages as ‘O.Start’. Position in the
containing space (e.g. which tree, branch, branch segment,
and bud to include next in the sample) is given in two forms:
absolute coordinate (in the sampling space) and relative to the
previously sampled position (Fig. 8.3). The ‘Rem’ (remainder)
data cells in the Position tab are available to help users keep
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Table 2. Variance prediction models available in BranchSampler
Model

Variance model

Direct CE

CE2 (β̂) ≈

Random groups

CE2 (β̂)

≈

k

(β̂i −β̄)2
i =1
1
k(k−1)
β̄ 2

k

(βi −β̄)2
1− f i =1
k
k(k−1)

βi2
i =1

f = aggregate sampling fraction

Poisson

CE2 ( N̂) ≈ 1−n f ,
n = number of counts

Fractionator (CO-90)

CE j ( N̂) ≈

2

1
3n p

·

2
np 

N̂i 1 − N̂i 2
i =1

N̂i 1 + N̂i 2

n p = number of primary units (PUs)
N il = estimated number from set l of PU I

Procedure

Utilization

Reference

Take k independent
samples from the
population using the
well-defined sampling
design. Sampled units
are replaced back into
the population each
time, before selecting
the next sample.

Any sampling design

Wolter
(1985),
Gundersen
(2002)

Split
population
PUs into k groups
according to stage 1
sampling procedure
(i.e. systematically for
SUR sampling). Apply
sampling procedure
independently to each
group.
Apply to sample data.
Assume finite population,
which
is
Poisson distributed.

Any sampling design

Scheaffer
et al. (1996),
Wolter (1985)

Used in pilot studies.
Suitable for samples of
some biological structures.

Scheaffer
et al. (1996),
Maletti and
Wulfsohn
(2006)

Split sample at first
sub-sampling stage
into two systematic
sets

Multi-stage SUR sampling

Cruz-Orive
(1990)

Split sample at first
sub-sampling stage
into two systematic
sets

Multi-stage SUR sampling

Cruz-Orive
(2004)

Apply to sample data

‘Noise’ due to point
counting

Gundersen
and Jensen
(1987)

2

Fractionator (CO-04)

CE j ( N̂) ≈
np 
1− f 12
1 
np

i =1

3−2 f 1

·



N̂i 1 − N̂i 2
N̂i 1 + N̂i 2

2

−

1
N̂i

+

1
N̂i

f 1 = first sub-sampling stage sfraction
np √


Point counting

√ np i =1 ne Pi
ˆ ≈ 0.0724 b
CE ( A)
a
P2
ˆ estimated area, P = number of points hitting
A=
object, n e = number of units, n p = number
of sampled units, b/Öa = dimensionless shape
factor
2

Note: CE2 ( N̂) = squared coefficient of error of estimated total number, or equivalently, the variance component of an estimate of target parameter β due
2
to taking a sample of elements. CE () = average within-stage squared coefficient of error.

track of position in the containing space under complex multistage SUR designs, when stepping must occur within several
nested levels. Consider our example (3) where we are sampling
every 7th tree, every 4th branch within the selected trees,
and every 12th segment within the selected branches on the
selected trees. Suppose we have just started a session, and
need to start by sampling the 9th bud on the 2nd branch
on the 4th tree (our random starting points) as shown in
Fig. 8.3 (the relative and absolute positions at start are

identical). We then find that there are only 3 branch segments
on the specified tree and branch. We select a value of 3 from
the drop-down list in the Rem cell corresponding to branch
segments (Fig. 8.3) and then depress the ‘Rem’ button. This
tells the program that we are only able to step 3 units along the
corresponding sampling stage. The next step in this multiple
sampling scheme is to step 4 branches to branch 6 on the
4th tree, and then to segment number 6 on the branch (3
available on present branch plus 6 on the next branch, equals
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Fig. 8. User interface screenshots corresponding to numbered nodes in Fig. 7. White boxes indicate active data entry fields. The example shows a set-up
for carrying out sampling of trees in an orchard to estimate the total yield (number and mean size) of fruit as a function of height above ground, and
estimator variance using repeated sampling at the tree level. 1–2 are used for session set-up. 3–7 show a sampling session underway.

the 9 units required). Upon depressing the Rem button, the
Relative and Absolute positions will be updated accordingly
(Fig. 8.4). That is, the relative positions will become 0, 4 and
6, whereas the absolute positions will be displayed as 4, 6
and 6. When a remainder value is entered for the primary
sampling stage (i.e. tree), then the sampling session will
terminate.

The remainder function also keeps track of all positions
within all iterations under repeated sampling schemes, and
allows the user to step continuously forward through the
containing space, while updating estimates and statistics for all
iterations simultaneously. Some of the memory management
considerations are discussed in the Appendix. The record of
remainders is also used by the program to compute all sample
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Fig. 9. Canopy surface area example. 1 Periods: Plants are sampled with period 10, and leaves with period 9. 2 Estimator: Area is estimated using an SUR
sampling scheme with periods indicated in the Period tab (1234), and a point counting grid with constant 4.2 cm2 . The number of leaves is estimated
using the same SUR periods and may be specified as Type 1234 with grid constant 1. Equally valid, the estimator can be specified as an additive value (+)
with grid constant 10 × 9 = 90 (as shown). The estimated CE2 components at the end of the session were 0.006 and 0.033 for PntCnt (point counting)
and Poisson (leaf fractionator sample), respectively, for an estimated total CE2 = 0.039. 3 Data: The output file, CanopyAreaExample.csv, (Fig. 10 below)
contains six data records. The final sample contained 29 leaves, on which a total of 64 points were counted. The estimated number of leaves in the canopy
is 2610, and the estimated surface area is 24192 cm2 . 4 Position: The random starting point (O.Start) was the second leaf insertion point on the sixth
plant in the canopy. The final sample of leaves were selected from six leaf nodes on three plants – these are the number of sampling units (S.Units) of each
stage included in the final sample.

size components (i.e. the number of sampling units – trees,
branches, segments).
Data values and comments are entered in the Data tab
(Figs 8.5–8.6). Changes can be made to previous records (e.g.
to correct errors, modify or add a comment, or add new data to
empty cells), by moving to the desired record, changing it and
entering data (Fig. 8.7). Cumulative values of all estimates and
sums of values are also displayed in the Data tab. Moving back
to a previous record will display all values associated with that
particular record.

Note that for this example, additional parameters can be
estimated from the data in the output file, such as the total
number of leaves in the canopy (which was estimated because
the number of leaves in the final sample were recorded as part
of the CE estimation), but also the leaf area index (LAI, i.e. the
ratio of total surface area to the known total ‘ground’ area of
the plants), the mean leaf area, the mean internode length (i.e.
from the number of sampling units at each stage – plants, leaf
nodes – and the distance between sampling windows), etc.
Advanced options

Output file
All data and positioning information are kept in the output file.
Going back and forth for viewing or changing data is actually
going back and forth in the output file; nothing is stored in the
device RAM and therefore a power failure will not result in any
information loss. Post-processing and further analysis of data
can be made using information stored in this file.
Parts of the output file generated for example (4) is shown in
Fig. 10. Further analysis of the data allows one to estimate the
between-plant variability (i.e. the biological variability). The
estimated areas of each of the three plants can be extracted
from the data and are 4158, 1134 and 18900 cm2 . Thus, the
ˆ = SD/
mean area is 8064 cm2 = 0.81 m2 and the C V ( A)
mean = 1.18. We estimate the biological variability as
ˆ − CE2 ( A)
ˆ = (1.18)2 – 0.039 = 1.353
CV2 (A) = CV2 ( A)
(CV(A) ∼ 1.16, decimal), which is 83% of the observed
variation. (The total CE2 was computed by BranchSampler,
see Fig. 9.) From this, we determine that the sampling scheme
is sufficiently precise; we could have used a somewhat coarser
point counting grid.

A number of options are available, which are stored as
machine preferences and can be accessed from the menu.
These include display preferences such as using color-coded
pages, showing the log tab, and advanced sampling options
for experienced users, such as being able to enter multiple
remainders, to allow changing periods during sampling (for
stratified or non-uniform sampling designs), to provide a value
√
for the shape factor (b/ a ) used by the variance model for
point counting, to activate the random button (RND) for use
during a sampling session, and to generate random numbers
for sampling without replacement. Enabling the RND button
through the sampling session provides one way to implement
simple random sampling for a given stage (either with or
without replacement depending on the settings chosen under
advanced options).
Discussion
BranchSampler is intended for use by researchers needing
convenient and accurate measurements of nested branching
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Fig. 10. Output file from canopy surface area example (4). The first row contains all values at set-up when the output file was first saved and is used by the
program when an existing output file is used as a template. Highlighted values include the time stamp, data values, updated estimates and sample sizes,
grid constants, periods and random starting positions, as well as CE2 values for each record.

structures in biomedical science, botany and agriculture. The
system is valuable in tissue preparation and during microscopy
as well as basic experimental studies of crop development and
precision farming.
BranchSampler is designed to be useful for a wide range of
multi-stage, complex sampling schemes. The requirements for
a consistent user interface and data management meant that
we chose to make some compromises (with the assumption
that the user may need to do additional analyses of the data)
but provided access to all records. The more the advanced
options such as remainders and replication are used, then
the more information is available for in-depth analyses and
interpretation of results. The relative contributions of variance
components are highly dependent on the heterogeneity
between and within sampling stages, and, therefore, such
information can prove invaluable in designing sampling
schemes that are efficient (low cost for a desired level of
precision) for complex spatial populations with high biological
and spatial variability. The prediction of variance components
of systematic sampling designs is a very difficult topic that is
the subject of active research by statisticians and stereologists
(Cruz-Orive, 2004; Baddeley & Jensen, 2005). Every sampling
design may involve different ways to set up a variance
prediction model, as was illustrated using our two last
examples. It is important to derive a consistent set of rules
that the sampler follows, including decisions on labelling and
orientation, and how decisions are to be made on the go when
unusual events are encountered.

The flexibility provided by the software means that the user
must have a good understanding of sampling techniques to
take full advantage of the advanced options. The system can
also be used by novice users, especially if predefined settings
templates are used. Consider the four examples illustrated
in this paper. Suppose the goal is to obtain estimates of the
parameters, and the application is such that the user would be
satisfied with a crude estimate of the precision of the estimate.
For this situation, the user should set up only the values of
the Periods and the value types and grid constants. A Poisson
model is commonly used as a model for the CE in pilot studies,
and on this basis one would typically aim for a design that
produces total sample numbers and counts of about 100–
150, for a CE of approximately 8–10%. Experience with many
biological systems shows that usually if 100–200 points are
counted in total, the point counting error can be ignored
(similar to example 4). The user would start at the random start
position generated by the program (Position page) and then log
data in the Data page. The user could simply aim to sample at
rates that yield a total of 100–200 counts or samples (at the
appropriate ‘rate’ per step) on the basis of the Sums displayed
on the Data tab. The only data required to estimate the target
quantity and the CE using the Poisson and point counting
models, are the period and estimator settings, and the data
values. (If repetitions are run sequentially by starting a new
sampling session with new random starts each repetition, then
the Direct and Random Groups procedures also do not require
any additional data.)
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If the structure being sampled and the sampling design
are both simple, so that it is unlikely the experimenter will
lose the sampling position, then the user may choose not to
record the remainder. This will speed up sampling, will not
affect estimate values, and will still allow CE estimations to be
made using some variance models. However, there will be no
meaningful records kept of sampling positions or of sample sizes
at various stages, and some variance prediction models will
not be available. Thus, under the ‘minimal’ scenario, it is only
necessary to set up the stage and estimator names, sampling
periods and estimator types (or open a template), obtain the
random starting positions, and then input and view data and
estimates in the Data page. Basic statistics such as total variance
and biological variance would be calculated after sampling has
been completed, using the data stored in the output file.
Conclusions
We have developed software that runs on small convenient
handheld devices and designed to be used to assist
with sampling, data input and optimization of multi-stage
stereological designs without a desktop computer. The
development of the software was driven by applications in
bioscience and precision agriculture, but the software has
sufficient flexibility to be set up and used in a wide range
of sampling schemes for other applications as well. The
system provides detailed logging and on-the-go estimates of
CE components. A consistent user interface and memory
management is maintained – independent of the application
or sampling design – while meeting the goals of small
RAM signature requirements and easy portability of software
and output data to other handheld devices and desktop
computers.
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Appendix A – implementation issues
The software is intended to be used on handheld device with
a limited amount of RAM memory. It is built using Microsoft
Visual eMbedded and MFC for WinCE. The software is carefully
split into three encapsulated components:
(i) Graphical User Interface (using MFC) – Displaying data
and results of calculations, accepting user input. This
component may need to be changed when porting
to an operating system that is not compatible with
MFC.
(ii) Logic – Calculating estimates, CEs, next iteration, absolute
location, etc. Values are accumulated while keeping
the number, as well as first and second dimensions of

 2
the values, that is, number of X, X and
X to
accommodate the needs of different CE formulas. Values
accumulated with a split by odd and even at the stage below
the first-stage units (i.e. the first sub-sampling stage) are
needed for accommodating Cruz-Orive 1990 and 2004
CE formulas, see Table 2. All values are kept for each
replicate (for accommodating direct and random groups
CE). The random number generator uses the standard C
rnd() function, randomized with number of milliseconds
passed since 1970 on the device’s internal clock.
(iii) Data – keeping the values. The data component uses
a minimum amount of RAM by saving directly to and
reading from the output file. This prevents data loss with
power failure and allows the user to exit and continue from
the last record seamlessly. The file I/O of this component
will need to be changed when using an operating system
that does not support traditional C standard input/output
file access.
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A major consideration was how to handle a dynamic number of
iterations on each stage (a user-dependent value). The problem
can be explained with the following example of sampling
buds using four nested sampling stages: tree, branch, branch
segment, bud (Fig. 11): when choosing one iteration on all
stages, the software has to keep track of the absolute position
of one bud, which is on (one) segment, which is on (one)
branch, which is on (one) tree. When the user changes the
repetitions to 5 iterations at the tree stage, 6 on the segment
stage and 2 on the bud stage, the total number of iterations
the software has to keep track of is 5 × 1 × 6 × 2 = 60.
In other words, the software has to keep track of 60 buds’
positions and counted values, each on (a same or different)

139

segment, which is on a (same or different) branch, which
is on (a same or different) tree. The user walks through
the field and steps through tree structures once only, but
all (60) positions have to be maintained and logged. The
remainders and values should advance the absolute position
and update only the current iteration’s estimate. It is as if
one has to carry out separate SURS on the same field 60
times, but does it in one pass, always stepping only forward.
Values and estimates are logged separately for each of the
60 tasks, as we go along. Repeated-sampling-type CE models
(e.g. Direct CE and Random Groups CE) are calculated on the
basis of the independent estimates and values of those 60
tasks.
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